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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of forwarding signals over a cellular link. The 
method includes receiving, at a ?rst base station of a cellular 
?xed network, a packet of signals having a data payload 
directed to a second base station, determining whether the 
data payload will be used by the second base station, and 
forwarding the entire packet if the data payload will be used 
and not forwarding the entire packet if the data payload will 
not be used. 
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INCREASING CHANNEL CAPACITY IN 
FIXED CELLULAR NETWORKS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to wireless communication 
networks and particularly to increasing the channel capacity 
of cellular networks. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Cellular ?xed networks are generally formed of a plurality 
of base transceiver stations (BTSs) which wirelessly contact 
mobile units (referred to also as mobile stations and/or 
cellular handsets), serviced by the network. The BTSs are 
connected, usually in a tree topology, to a regional base 
station controller (BSC) which controls the routing of calls 
in the network. In the tree topology, one or more of the BTSs 
are connected directly to the BSC, and the other BTSs 
connect to the BSC through other BTSs which serve as relay 
units. The links of the tree are formed of cables which 
comprise a predetermined number of channels according to 
the capacity of the link. Each channel includes bandwidth 
su?icient for passing the signals of a single telephone call at 
the rate of 16 Kbit/sec. A commonly used link is the E1 link 
which includes 120 channels. Alternatively, each channel 
includes bandwidth su?icient for passing the signals of a 
single telephone call at the rate of 8 Kbit/sec, and in such a 
case an E1 link includes 240 channels. 

When a mobile unit participates in a telephone call, the 
BSC allocates, using circuit switching, a connection from 
the BSC to the BTS servicing the mobile. The allocated 
connection is formed of dedicated channels which are used 
only for signals passed to and from the mobile unit to which 
the connection was allocated, and the allocation remains in 
effect until the telephone call is terminated. During the call, 
the mobile unit converts input signals into digital signals. As 
the use of wireless bandwidth is very costly, the digital 
signals are compressed by the mobile unit, and the com 
pressed signals are transmitted to the servicing BTS. 
Generally, every 20 msec the mobile unit generates a packet 
of 320 bits which represents the sounds collected by the 
mobile unit during a time period of 20 msec. 

The servicing BTS passes the compressed signals as they 
are, without decompressing them, to the BSC, over the 
mobile’s dedicated channels. The BSC usually decom 
presses the signals and transfers them to a Mobile switching 
Center (MSC) or to a public network to which the signals are 
directed. 

Generally, each packet comprises a header and a payload. 
Exemplary headers are formed of 8 synchronization bits and 
24 control bits or of 16 synchronization bits and 16 control 
bits. It is noted that other header structures exist, including 
encapsulations which distribute the control bits throughout 
the packets. 

With the increase in usage of cellular phones the number 
of calls carried out concurrently by a single BTS and the 
number of concurrently allocated channels on a single link 
increased substantially. As the signals sent from the BTSs to 
the BSC are already compressed, further compression would 
degrade the signals below current quality standards. 

Therefore, in order to supply the demand, additional 
cables and/or cables of larger bandwidth must be laid 
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2 
between the BSC and the BTSs. In some densely populated 
areas the laying of cables may be very costly. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion relates to identifying needless packets which are being 
passed over a connection the needless packets carry data 
which will not be used by the entity (e.g., BSC, BTS, mobile 
unit) to which the packets are directed. The data of these 
packets is not sent over the connection, thus reducing the 
load on the links hosting the connection. The needless 
packets are generated, for example, by a mobile unit or BTS 
in order to represent the sound signals at a time when the 
user of the mobile unit is not generating sounds (e.g., the 
user is listening to another party participating in the call). 

Preferably, each link serves as one or more tunnels which 

pass packets from a plurality of mobile units assigned to the 
tunnel. Each tunnel is assigned a number of connections 
larger than the number of channels in the tunnel, based on 
that statistical average percentage of needless packets. 

Packets passed through a tunnel are passed on one or more 
of the channels of the tunnel which channels are selected 
irrespective of the source, contents and destination of the 
packet. Thus, packets from a single source to a single 
destination which are passed through a tunnel may pass 
through different channels of the tunnel, and packets from 
different sources and to different destination may pass on the 
same channel of the tunnel. In a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, each packet header is tagged with an identity tag 
which states to which connection the packet belongs, as the 
channel on which the packet is passed does not identify the 
channel. Alternatively or additionally, signaling bits not 
attached to the packets are used to state the connections to 
which the packets belong. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the needless 
packets are identi?ed according to control bits in their 
header. Alternatively or additionally, the needless packets 
are identi?ed based on control signals sent on a signaling 
line corresponding to the link on which the packets are 
passed. Further alternatively or additionally, the needless 
packets are identi?ed based on their contents, e.g., packets 
which are all ‘l’s. 

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the present 
invention relates to a base transmission station (BTS) which 
has an amount of bandwidth for receiving packets greater 
than the amount of bandwidth it has on links for forwarding 
packets. Preferably, the BTS and/ or an external compression 
unit statistically compress the received packets onto the 
links it uses for forwarding packets. 

There is therefore provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a method of forwarding sig 
nals over a cellular link, including receiving, at a ?rst base 
station of a cellular ?xed network, a packet of signals having 
a data payload directed to a second base station, determining 
whether the data payload will be used by the second base 
station, and forwarding the entire packet if the data payload 
will be used and not forwarding the entire packet if the data 
payload will not be used. 

Preferably, receiving the packet includes receiving a 
stream of packets of the same siZe at equal intervals of time. 
Alternatively, receiving the packet includes receiving a 
packet which includes coded digital voice signals. 
Preferably, determining whether the data payload will be 
used by the second base station includes determining 
whether the contents of the payload will be decoded. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, determining 
whether the data payload will be used by the second base 
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station includes determining Whether the second base station 
Will forward the contents of the payload. Alternatively or 
additionally, determining Whether the data payload Will be 
used is dependent on information retrieved from a signaling 
line corresponding to the link. Alternatively or additionally, 
determining Whether the data payload Will be used is depen 
dent on information retrieved from a header of the packet. 
Alternatively or additionally, determining Whether the data 
payload Will be used is performed before forWarding any 
part of the packet. 

Alternatively, determining Whether the data payload Will 
be used is performed after forWarding at least part of the 
packet. Preferably, not forWarding the entire packet if the 
data payload Will not be used includes forWarding less than 
the entire packet. Preferably, forWarding less than the entire 
packet includes forWarding only a header of the packet. 
Preferably, forWarding the entire packet includes forWarding 
through a tunnel used by a plurality of connections. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, not forWard 
ing the entire packet if the data payload Will not be used 
includes not forWarding any of the packet. Preferably the 
method includes forWarding a message in place of a plurality 
of packets not forWarded. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, forWarding 
the entire packet includes forWarding the packet along With 
a connection indication ?eld. Alternatively or additionally, 
forWarding the entire packet includes forWarding through a 
tunnel used by a number of connections greater than the 
number of channels in the tunnel. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the ?rst base 
station and the second base station include base transmission 
stations. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the ?rst 
base station includes a base station controller. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a method of forWarding sig 
nals over a link betWeen base stations, including receiving, 
at a ?rst base station of a cellular ?xed netWork, a plurality 
of packets, and forWarding the entire packet of at least one 
of the packets and not forWarding the entire packet of at least 
one of the packets. Preferably, receiving the plurality of 
packets includes receiving packets of a plurality of mobile 
units the packets of each mobile unit being received at a 
?xed rate. Alternatively or additionally, forWarding the 
entire packet of at least one of the packets includes forWard 
ing the entire packet of less than a predetermined percentage 
of the received packets. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a method for decompressing 
packets being forWarded over a link betWeen base stations, 
including receiving signals belonging to a plurality of 
connections, forWarding packets Which Were received in 
their entirety, and generating replacement packets in place of 
packets not received in their entirety. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, apparatus for compressing 
packets being forWarded over a link betWeen base stations, 
including an input interface Which receives packets having 
a data payload, a processor Which determines Whether the 
data payload carries meaningful information, and an output 
interface Which forWards the entire packet if the data pay 
load carries meaningful information and does not forWard 
the entire packet if the data payload does not carry mean 
ingful information. Preferably, the processor Which deter 
mines Whether the data payload carries meaningful infor 
mation also generates the packets. Alternatively or 
additionally, the processor examines a header of the packets 
to determine Whether the data payload is meaningful. 
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4 
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the output 

interface begins to forWard the packets before the processor 
determines Whether the data payload is meaningful. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the apparatus 
includes a delay unit Which delays forWarding the packets 
While the processor determines Whether the data payload is 
meaningful. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, apparatus for decompressing 
packets being transmitted over a link betWeen base stations, 
including an input interface Which receives signals belong 
ing to a plurality of connections, a forWarding unit Which 
forWards packets Which Were received in their entirety, and 
a processor Which generates replacement packets in place of 
packets not received in their entirety. Preferably, the pro 
cessor generates replacement packets from received headers. 
Alternatively or additionally, the processor generates a plu 
rality of replacement packets based on a single message. 
Preferably, the processor generates a plurality of replace 
ment packets of different connections based on a single 
message. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a system for forWarding 
packets from and to mobile units, including a base trans 
mission station Which generates a stream of packets each 
having a data payload, a compression unit Which determines 
Whether the data payload carries meaningful information, 
forWards the entire packet of packets Which carry meaning 
ful information and does not forWard the entire packet of 
packets Which do not carry meaningful information, and a 
base station controller Which receives the forWarded packets 
and generates replacement packets for packets not for 
Warded in their entirety. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, apparatus for forWarding 
packets through a ?xed cellular netWork, including a base 
transmission station having an interface to mobile units 
Which receives packets of up to a total ?rst amount of 
bandWidth, one or more ?rst links, having a total second 
amount of bandWidth, through Which the base transmission 
station receives packets, and one or more second links, 
having a total third amount of bandWidth Which is smaller 
than the sum of the ?rst and second amounts of bandWidth, 
through Which the base transmission station forWards pack 
ets. Preferably, the third amount of bandWidth is smaller than 
the second amount of bandWidth. Alternatively or 
additionally, the base transmission station statistically com 
presses the packets received through the interface of the 
mobile units and through the one or more ?rst links, into the 
second links. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a compres 
sion unit external to the base transmission station statisti 
cally compresses the packets received through the interface 
of the mobile units and through the one or more ?rst links, 
into the second links. 

There is also provided in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a telecommunication system 
operative in a cellular netWork, including one or more ?rst 
base stations, each connected to a second base station via 
?rst transmission paths having ?rst bandWidths, Where said 
?rst bandWidths may be equal or different from each other, 
and a third base station connected to said second base station 
via a second transmission path having a second bandWidth 
Which is substantially loWer than the sum of said ?rst 
bandWidths. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be more clearly understood by refer 
ence to the folloWing description of preferred embodiments 
thereof in conjunction With the ?gures, in Which: 
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FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a portion of a cellular 
network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a ?ow chart of the actions performed on packets 
passing along a cellular ?xed network, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic ?ow chart of the actions performed 
during statistical compression of packets in a cellular ?xed 
network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; and 

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of a voice packet, in 
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a portion of a cellular 
network 20, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the invention. Network 20 comprises a plurality of base 
transceiver stations (BTSs) 24 which wirelessly contact 
mobile units 26 serviced by network 20. BTSs 24 are 
connected to a regional base station controller (BSC) 22, 
through a plurality of links 28 which comprise cable wires 
(eg the E1 link), or other communication links, such as 
wireless omnidirectional links. Each link comprises one or 
more tunnels which are formed of a plurality of channels. In 
the following description it is assumed that each link 28 
accommodates a single tunnel including all the channels of 
the link. A plurality of statistical compression and decom 
pression units 30 are located at the interfaces to the BTSs 24 
and to BSC 22 in order to statistically compress and decom 
press the transmitted signals, as described hereinbelow. Each 
unit 30 preferably comprises a compression unit 32 for 
signals which it transmits and a decompression unit 34 for 
signals it receives. 

Preferably, each tunnel is assigned a maximal number of 
virtual connections which the tunnel may service. The 
maximal number of virtual connections is preferably larger 
than the number of channels in the tunnel because of the 
statistical compression. When a mobile unit 26 initiates or 
receives a telephone call, BSC 22 allocates a virtual con 
nection along a path of links 28 from the mobile unit to the 
BSC. 

FIG. 2 is a ?ow chart of the actions performed on packets 
passing from a BTS 24A to BSC 22, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. For each 
mobile unit 26 serviced by BTS 24A, BTS 24A preferably 
generates packets of 320 bits every 20 milliseconds (40). 
The packets pass through the compression unit 32A of BTS 
24A which statistically compresses (42) the packets into a 
tunnel on link 28A. The packets are preferably passed (44) 
over link 28 to BTS 24B which transfers the packets intact 
to link 28B. The packets on link 28B are preferably decom 
pressed (46) by decompression unit 34C and are provided to 
BSC 22. 

FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart of the actions performed during 
statistical compression of packets, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. Compres 
sion unit 32 receives each packet and preferably tags (52) a 
connection identi?cation to the packet according to the 
virtual connection to which the packet belongs. Unit 32 
preferably ?nds (54) an unused channel within the tunnel to 
which the virtual connection is assigned and begins to 
transmit (56) the header and/or the tag of the packet on that 
channel. If there are no available unused channels, the 
packet is preferably discarded (66). Unit 32 preferably 
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6 
determines (58) whether the packet is needless, i.e., whether 
the data carried by the packet will be read by BSC 22 
(whether the data is meaningful). If the data will be read, the 
entire packet is preferably transmitted (60). However, if the 
data will be ignored, only the header and tag are transmitted 
(62). 

Alternatively, only part of the header is transmitted, 
preferably that part of the header which is required in order 
to reconstruct the entire packet. In a preferred embodiment 
of the invention, all the synchronization bits in the header 
are transmitted together with some of the control bits of the 
header. 

Preferably, determination 58 is concluded before the 
header (or the transmitted part of the header) is transmitted. 
Alternatively, the transmission of the header is delayed such 
that the determination is concluded before transmission of 
the header is ?nished. Further alternatively, if the determi 
nation is not concluded before the header is entirely 
transmitted, unit 32 begins transmitting the data of the 
packet. If after beginning to transmit the data, the packet is 
determined to be needless, the transmission is terminated 
and the channel is preferably immediately considered avail 
able for transmission of a different packet. Alternatively, 
when the determination requires more time than the trans 
mission occurs relatively rarely, the entire packet is trans 
mitted in such cases, although the packet is needless. 

Referring in more detail to determining (58) whether the 
data carried by the packet will be read by BSC 22, in a 
preferred embodiment of the invention, unit 32 listens to a 
signaling line 36 (FIG. 1) corresponding to link 28. If 
signaling line 36 indicates that no voice data is being passed 
on a speci?c connection the packets of that connection are 
needless and therefore are discarded. 

Alternatively or additionally, compression unit 32 con 
sults the control bits of the header of the packet to determine 
whether the data of the packet should be discarded. 
Preferably, the data of the packet is discarded if a bad frame 
indicator, e. g., bit C12 in the header, indicates that the packet 
is defective. Alternatively or additionally, the data of the 
packet is discarded if the header indicates that the packet is 
idle, e.g., bits C1*C5 of the header are all ones. Further 
alternatively or additionally, the data of the packet is dis 
carded if the header indicates discontinuation of 
transmission, e.g., bit C17 is set. 

Further alternatively or additionally, compression unit 32 
consults the payload of the packet to determine whether the 
data of the packet will be discarded. In a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, when the payload comprises one or 
more patterns used for padding needless packets, e.g., a 
packet formed of all ‘l’s, the packet is discarded. It is noted 
that in this alternative, unit 32 preferably delays the received 
packets for the length of an entire packet in order to 
determine whether the packet is to be transmitted. Therefore, 
this alternative is preferably used only when such delay is 
acceptable. 

Reference is now made in more detail to tagging (52) the 
packet with the connection identi?cation. FIG. 4 is a sche 
matic illustration of a voice packet 80, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. Packet 80 
when it is created preferably comprises a header 82 having 
32 bits and a data payload 84 having 288 bits. Header 82 
preferably comprises 16 synchronization bits 86 and 16 
control bits 88. In tagging a connection identi?cation, unit 
30 preferably adds a connection ?eld 90 which contains the 
number of the virtual connection to which the packet 
belongs. Field 90 preferably includes the smallest number of 
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bits required to uniquely identify the maximal number of 
connections accommodated by link 28. For E1 links Which 
include 120 channels, ?eld 90 preferably includes eight bits. 
It is noted that the above mentioned sizes of header 82 and 
payload 84, as Well as the numbers of synchronization bits 
86 and control bits 88 are brought here by Way of example 
and substantially any other sizes and bit numbers may be 
used With the present invention. 

Field 90 is preferably located after the synchronization 
bits 86 anyWhere in header 82. Alternatively, ?eld 90 is 
located or distributed Within payload 84 or at the end of 
packet 80. Alternatively or additionally, ?eld 90 states the 
identity of the BTS 24 to Which the packet is destined or the 
route of BTSs through Which the packet is to pass. Further 
alternatively or additionally, signaling line 36 is used to state 
the connection to Which each packet belongs. 

Referring back to the decompression (48 in FIG. 2) 
performed by decompression unit 34C, When a packet is 
received, the connection indication bits of ?eld 90 are 
removed. If the packet includes only a header, decompres 
sion unit 34C creates a ?ctitious payload, e.g., a payload 
formed entirely of ‘l’s. It is noted that the header serves as 
an indication to reconstruct the packet. 

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, unit 32 
begins transmitting (56 in FIG. 3) the header of the packet 
before it is determined (58) Whether the data of the packet 
is to be transmitted. Thus, the delay incurred by unit 32 is 
minimized. 

Alternatively to sending the header to represent the packet 
Which is not sent, a special message is sent representing one 
or more packets Which are not sent. In this alternative, unit 
32 preferably delays the received packets for a su?icient 
time required to determine Whether the packets are to be 
transmitted. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, one 
or more special messages are sent to represent all the packets 
Which are not sent over a predetermined period, e.g., 10 
msec. Preferably, the special message states the connections 
to Which the unsent packets belong, and any important 
information in their headers, such as the types of the packets 
(e.g., speech, data, idle, bad frame). Upon receiving the 
special message, decompression unit 34C reconstructs the 
packets according to the contents of the special message. 

Further alternatively to sending the headers of unsent 
packets, compression unit 32 sends a special message noti 
fying that packets Will not be sent on a connection Which is 
generating needless packets, for a predetermined period or 
until further notice. The special message preferably includes 
instructions on hoW to reconstruct the packets in decom 
pression unit 34C. 

Further alternatively or additionally, compression unit 32 
does not send anything instead of messages Which include 
payload Which Will not be read, and decompression unit 34C 
generates packets for active connections for Which packets 
Were not received. 

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, before a 
packet is discarded (66) because all the channels are in use, 
compression unit 32 Waits a predetermined time, e.g., a feW 
msec, in case one of the channels becomes available. Alter 
natively or additionally, unit 32 keeps track of the timing of 
all the channels in the tunnel and determines Whether one of 
the channels Will become available Within the predetermined 
time. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, unit 32 
chooses the packet to be discarded based on priorities of the 
connections. Preferably, the connections are assigned prior 
ity levels, and the discarded packets are preferably packets 
from the loWest priority received Within the predetermined 
period. 
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8 
Alternatively or additionally, the connection from Which 

packets are discarded, is a connection Which its previous 
packets Were needless packets. 

Further alternatively or additionally, the connection from 
Which packets are discarded is chosen according to the time 
for Which the connection is active. In a preferred 
embodiment, the discarded packets are from the connection 
established last. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, 
a mobile unit 26 requesting to establish a connection When 
only a last feW connections are available is noti?ed that the 
connection is established conditionally. The user of the 
requesting mobile unit, may establish the call anyhoW or 
may defer the call to a laser time. In another preferred 
embodiment, the discarded packets belong to the earliest 
established connection. 

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, instead 
of discarding (66) a packet, only the header of the packet is 
transmitted as described above With relation to needless 
packets. 

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the 
maximal number of connections on a single tunnel is chosen 
based on the number of channels in the tunnel and the 
average a percentage of needless packets. Preferably, the 
maximal number of connections includes a safety margin 
such that packets are discarded only rarely, as the discarding 
of packets causes interference in the connection and/or 
abrupt ending of the connection. In a preferred embodiment 
of the invention, the size of the safety margin depends on the 
number of channels in the tunnel. Preferably, the size of the 
safety margin depends on the inverse of the number of 
channels in the tunnel. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, if BSC 22 
determines that packets are being discarded it temporarily 
loWers the number of connections alloWed in the tunnels in 
order to prevent further discarding of packets. Thus, after 
one of the connections is disconnected, under the initiative 
of the user or due to packet discarding, neW connections are 
not alloWed to take its place. Alternatively, connections 
Which Were disconnected due to discarding of packets are 
alloWed to re-connect While neW connections are not 

alloWed to connect until a sufficient number of connections 
are terminated. 

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, com 
pression and decompression unit is an integral part of its 
respective BTS 24. Preferably, the combined BTS 24 does 
not create the payload of needless packets, and/or during 
decompression does not generate a ?ctitious payload. Alter 
natively or additionally, in order to keep BTSs 24 simple, 
units 30 are separate from BTSs 24 but a unit 30 is an 
integral part of BSC 22. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the signals 
are compressed by the unit 32 of the BTS 24 directly 
servicing the mobile unit 26 generating the signals, and are 
decompressed only at their entrance to BSC 22. On there 
passage through intermediate BTSs 24 and units 30 the 
signals preferably remain intact. Alternatively or 
additionally, for each link 28 Which the signals pass the 
signals are compressed and decompressed. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, each link 
comprises a single tunnel Which includes all the channels of 
the link. Preferably, the single tunnel serves all the types of 
data to and from mobile units 26, including voice and data 
packets. Alternatively or additionally, one or more of links 
28 comprise a plurality of tunnels. In a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, at least some of links 28 comprise a 
?rst tunnel for voice packets and a second tunnel for data 
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packets. The tunnel for data packets is preferably managed 
as described in Us. patent application Ser. No. 09/430,985, 
titled “Data Transmission on Wireless Network” and ?led on 
Nov. 1, 1999, the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein 
by reference. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, one or more 
links 28 has one or more tunnels for packets from mobiles 
26 directly connected to a BTS 24 incident on the link, and 
has different one or more tunnels for packets received by the 
BTS incident on the link from other BTSs. Alternatively or 
additionally, packets from mobile units 26 With high quality 
of service are passed through a ?rst tunnel and other data 
packets are passed through a second tunnel. 

The term tunnel refers, in the present application and 
claims, to a group of channels Which are correlated such that 
a packet entering the tunnel may pass through any of the 
channels (one or more) included in the tunnel regardless of 
the source, contents and destination of the packet. 

In the above description it Was assumed that the tunneling 
of packets into the tunnel is performed by selecting a free 
channel and sending each packet on a single channel. It is 
noted, hoWever, that this tunneling method is not necessary 
and substantially any other method of tunneling may be used 
in accordance With the present invention. It is further noted 
that the present invention can be implemented With substan 
tially any type and siZe of links and With substantially any 
transmission rate on the links, including links alloWing a 
plurality of different transmission rates. Numbers describing 
siZes of links and transmission rates thereon are brought 
only by Way of example. 

It is noted that the principles of the present invention 
apply both to transmission from the mobile unit to the BSC 
and to transmission from the BSC to the mobile unit. 
Although some of the above descriptions relate to transmis 
sion in only one direction, these descriptions pertain as Well 
to transmission in the other direction. 

It Will be appreciated that the above described methods 
may be varied in many Ways, including, changing the order 
of steps, and the exact implementation used. It should also 
be appreciated that the above described description of meth 
ods and apparatus are to be interpreted as including appa 
ratus for carrying out the methods and methods of using the 
apparatus. 

The present invention has been described using non 
limiting detailed descriptions of preferred embodiments 
thereof that are provided by Way of example and are not 
intended to limit the scope of the invention. It should be 
understood that features described With respect to one 
embodiment may be used With other embodiments and that 
not all embodiments of the invention have all of the features 
shoWn in a particular ?gure. Variations of embodiments 
described Will occur to persons of the art. Furthermore, the 
terms “comprise,” “include,” “have” and their conjugates, 
shall mean, When used in the claims, “including but not 
necessarily limited to.” The scope of the invention is limited 
only by the folloWing claims: 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of forWarding signals over a cellular link, 

comprising the steps of: 
receiving, at a ?rst base station of a cellular ?xed netWork, 

a packet of signals having a data payload, wherein the 
packet is directed to a second base station; 

determining Whether the data payload Will be decoded [by 
the second base station]; and 

forWarding the data payload of the packet if the data 
payload Will be decoded and not forWarding the entire 
data payload of the packet if the data payload Will not 
be decoded. 
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[2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein receiving the 

packet comprises receiving a stream of packets of the same 
siZe at equal intervals of time.] 

3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein receiving the 
packet comprises receiving a packet Which includes coded 
digital voice signals. 

4. A method according to claim 1, Wherein determining 
Whether the data payload Will be decoded [by the second 
base station] comprises determining Whether the second 
base station Will forWard or discard the contents of the 
payload. 

5. A method according to claim 1, Wherein determining 
Whether the data payload Will be decoded comprises deter 
mining based on information retrieved from a header of the 
packet. 

6. A method according to claim 1, Wherein determining 
Whether the data payload Will be decoded is performed 
before forWarding any part of the packet. 

7. Amethod according to claim 1, Wherein not forWarding 
the entire payload of the packet if the data payload Will not 
be decoded comprises not forWarding any of the packet. 

8. A method according to claim 7, comprising forWarding 
a message in place of a plurality of packets not forWarded. 

9. Amethod according to claim 1, Wherein forWarding the 
payload of the packet comprises forWarding the packet along 
With a connection indication ?eld. 

10. A method according to claim 1, Wherein forWarding 
the payload of the packet comprises forWarding through a 
tunnel used by a number of connections greater than the 
number of channels in the tunnel. 

11. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst base 
station and the second base station comprise base transmis 
sion stations. 

12. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst base 
station comprises a base station controller. 

13. A method according to claim 1, Wherein not forWard 
ing the entire payload of the packet if the data payload Will 
not be decoded comprises forWarding less than the entire 
payload of the packet. 

14. A method according to claim 13, Wherein forWarding 
less than the entire payload of the packet comprises for 
Warding only a header of the packet. 

15. A method according to claim 1, Wherein forWarding 
the data payload of the packet if the data payload Will be 
decoded comprises forWarding the entire packet. 

16. A method according to claim 1, Wherein forWarding 
the data payload of the packet if the data payload Will be 
decoded comprises forWarding the content of the payload of 
the packet. 

17. A method of forWarding signals over a cellular link, 
comprising: 

receiving, at a ?rst base station of a cellular ?xed netWork, 
a packet of signals having a data payload, wherein the 
packet is directed to a second base station; 

determining Whether the data payload Will be used based 
on information retrieved from a signaling line corre 
sponding to the link; and 

forWarding the data payload of the packet if the data 
payload Will be used and not forWarding the entire data 
payload of the packet if the data payload Will not be 
used. 

18. A method according to claim [1] 17, Wherein deter 
mining Whether the data payload Will be used is performed 
after forWarding at least part of the packet. 

19. A method according to claim [18] 17, Wherein not 
forWarding the entire payload of the packet if the data 
payload Will not be used comprises forWarding less than the 
entire payload of the packet. 
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20. A method according to claim 19, wherein forwarding 
less than the entire payload of the packet comprises for 
warding only a header of the packet. 

21. A method according to claim [20] 17, wherein for 
warding the payload of the packet comprises forwarding 
through a tunnel used by a plurality of connections. 

22. Apparatus for compressing packets being forwarded 
over a link between base stations, comprising: 

an input interface which receives packets having a data 
payload; 

a processor which determines whether the data payload 
carries meaningful information and will be decoded by 
a remote base station; and 

an output interface which forwards the payload of the 
packet if the data payload carries meaningful informa 
tion and will be decoded by the remote station and does 
not forward the entire packet if the data payload does 
not carry meaningful information. 

23. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the proces 
sor which determines whether the data payload carries 
meaningful information also generates the packets. 

24. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the proces 
sor examines a header of the packets to determine whether 
the data payload is meaningful. 

25. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the output 
interface begins to forward the packets before the processor 
determines whether the data payload is meaningful. 

26. Apparatus according to claim 22, comprising a delay 
unit, which delays forwarding the packets while the proces 
sor determines whether the payload is meaningful. 

27. Apparatus for compressing packets being forwarded 
over a link between base stations, comprising: 

a ?rst input interface for receiving packets having a data 
payload, wherein the data payload comprises a com 
pressed signal that was compressed by an initiator of 
the data payload; 

a second input interface for receiving information from a 
signaling line corresponding to the link carrying the 
data payload; 

a processor which determines whether the data payload 
carries meaningful information, based on information 
received from the signaling line; and 

an output interface which forwards the payload of the 
packet if the data payload carries meaningful informa 
tion and does not forward the entire packet if the data 
payload does not carry meaningful information. 

28. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the pro 
cessor determines whether the data payload is defective to 
determine whether the data payload is meaningful. 

29. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the pro 
cessor determines whether the data payload includes pad 
ding needless information to determine whether the data 
payload is meaningful. 

30. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the pro 
cessor determines whether the cellular link is discontinued 
to determine whether the data payload is meaningful. 

3]. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the initiator 
ofthe data payload is a mobile phone. 

32. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the entity to 
which the data payload is directed to is a mobile phone. 

33. A method offorwarding signals over a cellular link, 
further comprising the steps of' 

receiving, at a first base station of a cellular fixed 
network, a packet of signals having a data payload, 
wherein the data payload is directed to an entity, and 
wherein the data payload comprises a compressed 
signal that was compressed by an initiator ofthe data 
payload; 
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determining whether the data payload will be read; and 
forwarding the data payload of the packet ifthe data 

payload will be read and notforwarding the entire data 
payload of the packet ifthe data payload will not be 
read. 

34. A method according to claim 33, wherein determining 
whether the data payload will be read further comprises the 
step ofdetermining whether the datapayload will be read by 
the entity. 

35. A method according to claim 34, wherein the entity to 
which the data payload is directed is a second base station. 

36. A method according to claim 35, wherein the second 
base station is a base station controller 

37. A method according to claim 35, wherein the second 
base station is a mobile switching center 

38. A method according to claim 35, wherein determining 
whether the data payload will be read comprises determin 
ing whether the second base station will forward or discard 
the contents ofthe payload. 

39. A method according to claim 33, wherein the entity to 
which the data payload is directed is a mobile phone. 

40. A method according to claim 33, wherein the?rst base 
station ofa cellular fixed network comprises at least one 
base station selected from a group consisting of base trans 
ceiver station, base station controller, and mobile switching 
center 

4]. A method according to claim 33, wherein receiving the 
packet comprises receiving a packet which includes coded 
digital voice signals. 

42. A method according to claim 33, further comprising 
the step of' 

retrieving information from a header of the packet, 
wherein at least a portion ofthe retrieved information 
is used in determining whether the data payload will be 
read. 

43. A method according to claim 33, wherein determining 
whether the data payload will be read is performed before 
forwarding any part of the packet. 

44. A method according to claim 33, wherein notforward 
ing the entire payload ofthe packet ifthe data payload will 
not be read comprises not forwarding any of the packet. 

45. A method according to claim 44, further comprising 
the step offorwarding a message in place ofa plurality of 
packets not forwarded. 

46. A method according to claim 33, whereinforwarding 
the payload of the packet comprises forwarding the packet 
along with a connection indication field. 

47. A method according to claim 33, whereinforwarding 
the payload of the packet comprises forwarding through a 
tunnel used by a number of connections greater than the 
number ofchannels in the tunnel. 

48. A method according to claim 33, wherein notforward 
ing the entire payload ofthe packet ifthe data payload will 
not be read comprises forwarding less than the entire 
payload ofthe packet. 

49. A method according to claim 48, whereinforwarding 
less than the entire payload of the packet comprises for 
warding only a header ofthe packet. 

50. A method according to claim 33, whereinforwarding 
the data payload of the packet ifthe data payload will be 
read comprises forwarding the entire packet. 

51. A method according to claim 33, whereinforwarding 
the data payload of the packet ifthe data payload will be 
read comprises forwarding the content of the payload of the 
packet. 

52. A method according to claim 33, wherein the initiator 
ofthe data payload is a mobile telephone. 
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53. A method according to claim 33, wherein determining 
whether the data payload will be read is performed after 
forwarding at least part of the packet. 

54. A method offorwarding signals over a cellular link, 
comprising: 

receiving, at a first base station of a cellular fixed 
network, a packet of signals having a data payload, 
wherein the packet is directed to a second base station, 
wherein the data payload comprises a signal that was 
compressed by an initiator of the data payload; 

determining whether the data payload should be dis 
carded; and 

forwarding the data payload of the packet ifthe data 
payload should not be discarded and not forwarding 
the entire data payload ofthepacket ifthe data payload 
should be discarded. 
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55. A method according to claim 54, wherein determining 

whether the data payload should be discarded comprises 
determining based on information retrieved from a header. 

56. A method according to claim 54, wherein determining 
whether the data payload should be discarded comprises 
determining whether the data payload is defective. 

57. A method according to claim 54, wherein determining 
whether the data payload should be discarded comprises 
determining whether the cellular link is discontinued. 

58. A method according to claim 54, wherein determining 
whether the data payload should be discarded comprises 
determining whether the data payload includes padding 
needless information. 

59. A method according to claim 54, wherein the initiator 
ofthe data payload is a mobile telephone. 

* * * * * 


